Please fill in these blanks as you watch the video clip “Introduction:”

A. Some differences between the German Online Course and a regular class:

1. ___Local teacher is not the German expert.___
2. ___Greater learner autonomy. The learner is in charge.___
3. ____You need to take the initiative to have your problems solved.____

B. What you can expect from us:

1. _Clear instructions______________________________
2. _Interesting material______________________________
3. _Effective methods________________________________

C. What you can expect from your Local Teacher/Course Facilitator:

1. _Provide good learning environment______________________________
2. _Distribute material, direct assignments______________________________
3. _Give final grade________________________________

D. What we expect from you:

1. _Take charge of your learning______________________________
2. _Do the assignments________________________________
3. _Enjoy the course!______________________________